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INTRODUCTION 27
The chemical complexity of biological entities hampers a full understanding of life and, 28 consequently, its characterization is one of the strongest motivations in systems biology. Tn-seq data are provided). Next, Tn-Core produces a reduced GSMR by iteratively removing all 133 reactions that produce dead-end metabolites (and associated genes, if they are not in the GPR of 134 another reaction). Additionally, all GPRs not assigned to a coding sequence (e.g. gap-filling 135 reactions) are removed. As the order in which reactions are added/removed from a model might 136 alter the predictive capability of the reconstruction, randomized core models (M, Algorithm 1) 137 are then generated from the reduced model ( Figure 1b) . Importantly, this step can be parallelized, 138 reducing the running time. This involves first preparing a list of all non-protected model genes 139 (U m ), and randomly shuffling their order at each iteration (U m * ). All genes (and corresponding 140 reactions) from each shuffled set are individually deleted from the model and growth is tested. If 141 the objective function flux (φ) stays above the threshold (t), the gene is excluded from the model; 142 otherwise, the gene is put back to the model. The result is a population of models (M) each 143 containing the initially protected genes (optional), and a minimal amount of additional genes 144 required to maintain objective function flux φ above the threshold t. If Tn-seq data is provided, 145 the objective function flux of each core model is recorded, genes are classified into four 146 categories from 'essential' to 'non-essential' based on the Tn-seq data ( Figure S1 ), and the 147 number of core model genes in each category is recorded (Figure 1c) . 148
Finally, the core reconstruction that maximizes the number of essential Tn-seq genes is 149 chosen as the reconstruction most consistent with the Tn-seq data (M core ). If two or more models 150 embed the same number of essential genes, the reconstruction maximizing the number of 'strong 151 growth promoting' and then 'weak growth promoting' genes is selected as the output. If multiple 152 models still remain, the model with the highest objective reaction flux is returned as the core 153 . CC-BY-NC 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/221325 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Nov. 17, 2017;  metabolic model most consistent with the gene essentiality data (Figure 1d) . Independently, the 154 core model with the highest objective function flux is returned as the fastest growing core model 155 ( Figure 1d) ; if multiple models have the same maximal objective function flux, the model most 156 consistent with the gene essentiality data is chosen. In some cases, it may be desirable to obtain 157 other core models produced during the running of Tn-Core, such as the slowest growing core 158 model. The output of Tn-Core additionally includes a cell array of the objective function flux for 159 all produced core models, as well as a binary presence/absence cell array indicating which genes 160 are included in each of the core models. By using the latter cell array with the tncore_reconstruct 161 function, it is possible to rebuild any of the core models produced during the running of Tn-Core. 162
Analysis of variation across the core metabolic models. 163
The redundancy embedded within GSMRs means that each of the models in the core 164 model population may contain a different set of genes and/or reactions. Tn-Core includes 165 functions to explore this redundancy, whether Tn-seq data is provided or not (Figure 1e ). Two or 166 three primary matrixes are returned, and can display either gene or reaction information. A 167 binary presence/absence matrix is given, which indicates, for each model, whether each feature is 168 present or absent; only features embedded in at least one core model are included (Figure 2a, 2b) . 169 A co-occurrence matrix is also provided; for each feature variably present in the core model 170 population, a Chi-squared statistics is reported to indicate which feature pairs are more likely 171 than chance to appear, or not appear, in the same core models (Figure 2c-2e) . If the core models 172 are generated multiple times, for example, using different objective flux thresholds, a matrix can 173 be produced that indicates, for each population of core models, what percentage of models 174 contains each of the features (Figure 2f, 2g) . 175
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Finally, an extension is provided to use Tn-seq data to assist in the automated curation of 178 GSMRs ( Figure 1f ). First, Tn-seq essential genes are determined, and these genes are protected 179 during core model generation. The core model most consistent with the Tn-seq data is collected, 180 and where appropriate, 'or' statements in the GPRs are replaced with 'and' statements; if any Tn-181 seq essential genes in the model have no effect when deleted, and if any occur in the same 182 reaction(s) and only the same reaction(s), and the GPR currently lacks an 'and' statement, the 183 'or' statements of the GPR are replaced with 'and' statements. The implementation of this 184 section of the code is rather strict in order to avoid artificially converting non-essential genes to 185 essential genes. Finally, for any core model reaction with a Tn-seq essential gene, the 186 corresponding GPRs of the original GSMR are replaced with those of the core reconstruction. 187
188

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 189
Validation of Tn-Core. 190
Tn-Core was validated by extracting context-specific core models from thegrowth threshold of 50% the full model, with 50,000 iterations, and with Tn-seq essential genes 193 pre-identified. In one Tn-Core run, only Tn-seq data [27] was used; in the second run, the same 194
Tn-seq data plus RNA-seq data [28] was included. The sizes of both models are summarized in 195 Table 1 , and the inclusion of RNA-seq data resulted in a somewhat larger core model. 196
The ability of the core models to capture context-specific core metabolism was examined However, by also including RNA-seq data in the pipeline, the extracted core model even better 205 reflected context-specific metabolism. This is highlighted by the lower half of the Embden-206
Meyerhof-Parnas pathway. In particularly, mutation of pgk was experimentally shown to result 207 in a 40% growth rate decrease when grown with glucose [29] . Whereas pgk was essential in the 208 first core model, deletion of pgk in the core model extracted using Tn-seq and RNA-seq data 209 resulted in a growth rate decrease of 30%. Taken together, these results demonstrate the ability 210 of Tn-Core to produce highly accurate context-specific core metabolic models, and illustrates 211 how integrating both Tn-seq and RNA-seq data sets can lead to high precision fitness 212
predictions. 213
We subsequently implemented in Tn-Core the option to employ the Minimization ofiPae1146 GSMR [30] and published Tn-seq data [31] . These results are reported in 224
Supplementary Material S2. 225
Benchmarking of Tn-Core. 226
There is currently no tool explicitly comparable to Tn-Core as none consider 227 experimental Tn-seq data during core model identification. Nevertheless, we compared Tn-Core 228 to two algorithms design for the extraction of core reconstructions: FASTCORE [10] and 229 minNW [11] . Both algorithms are reaction-centric, and require as input a set of reactions, not 230 genes, to be protected in the output model. To adapt these algorithms for use with Tn-seq data, 231
we set the protected reactions as those reactions that are constrained upon deletion of the Tn-seq 232 essential genes. Additionally, in both cases, a consistent model derived from iGD1575, generated 233 with FASTCC [10], was used as the starting model. For both FASTCORE and minNW, the 234 central carbon metabolism extracted by GIMME of similar accuracy to those extracted by Tn-246 Core (Figure 3) . Additionally, the GIMME model and Tn-Core model produced with Tn-seq and 247 RNA-seq data (FBA implementation) share > 87% of their genes. Thus, at least in S. meliloti 248 where essential genes tend to be highly expressed [27], both Tn-Core and GIMME perform 249 similarly and the choice of algorithm would be driven primarily by the type of data being 250 incorporated with the GSMR. 251
Tn-Core performance. 252
In order for Tn-Core to be accurate, a sufficiently large population of core models must 253 be generated to ensure the optimal core model is represented. There are therefore two primary 254 factors contributing to the speed of Tn-Core: (i) running time per iteration (i.e., per core model 255 produced), and (ii) the number of iterations. To test the effect of starting model and parameter 256 settings on the performance of Tn-Core, we generated 25,000 core models for five different 257
GSMRs with varying parameter settings. A summary of these runs are provided in Table 2 , and a 258 detailed description of is reported in Supplementary File S2. 25,000 iterations did not guarantee 259 the presence of all possible core models in any of the runs. However, the number of variably 260 present genes gives an indication of the number of iterations required to cover all possibilities; 261 the square of the variably present genes represents the theoretical maximum number of 262 genetically unique core models. Considering that the variability among core models is highly 263 dependent on the starting GSMR and the parameter settings, we recommend users first perform a 264 test run of 10,000 iterations, and use the gene variability to approximate how many iterations 265 must be performed. Additionally, if Tn-Core is being used to produce a core model and not only 266 to explore redundancies in the core network, we recommend setting Tn-Core to pre-determine 267 .
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Characterization of redundancy and growth promoting pathways with Tn-Core. 269
As is evident from Table 2, significant redundancy can exist in core metabolic pathways. 270
Tn-Core produces a series of matrixes to summarize this variability (Figure 2) , which can be 271 easily imported into graphing tools to visualize the data (e.g. [34] ). Here, we briefly illustrate the 272 usefulness of these matrixes in uncovering biologically interesting data. We note that the same 273 trends were observed for S. meliloti using the FBA (Figure 2) or MOMA ( Figure S2 ) 274 implementation, and also when using GSMRs for Eschericha coli, P. aeruginosa, Pseudomonas 275 haloplanktis, and Acinitobacter baumannii ( Figures S3-S6 ), demonstrating that these results are 276 not specific to a single model ( Figure S6) . 277
Gene/reaction presence matrixes (Figures 2a, 2b) provide an overview of the variability 278 of the models. In the case of S. meliloti, the core models contain an average of 434 genes, of 279 which 286 genes (~ 66%) are invariably present and the rest are from a set of 777 variably 280 present genes. In other words, a third of core S. meliloti metabolic genes can be functionally 281 replaced by alternative genes or pathways, consistent with recent experimental work [27] . The 282 variable and invariable core genes were mapped to KEGG pathways [35] using eggNOG-mapper 283
[36] to identify functional biases. Significant redundancy was observed in a diversity ofgenes/pathways could be observed in the matrixes (Figure 2, Figures S2-S6 ). Known 292 redundancies could be detected in the S. meliloti iGD1575 reaction co-occurrence matrix. For 293 example, the two pathways for L-proline biosynthesis [37] were unlikely to occur in the same 294 model, as were thiamine transport and thiamine biosynthesis. These observations confirm that 295 these matrixes could be useful in detecting metabolic redundancy in core bacterial metabolism. 296
Finally, core models were generated using growth thresholds of 10% and 99% (of the 297 original objective function flux), and a scatterplot was used to compare the frequency of each 298 gene/reaction in the resulting core model populations (Figures 2f, 2g) . In all cases, some 299 genes/reactions were found to be enriched in one of the two core model populations, and the use 300 of the MOMA algorithm increased the incidence of such genes/reactions (Figures 2 and S2) . 301
When using the FBA algorithm, biases in the occurrence of genes in the two core model 302 populations were particularly prevalent in the E. coli iJO1366 model ( Figure S5 ). Intriguingly, 303
some genes, such as b2417 (glucose-specific enzyme IIA component of PTS, glycolysis), b2342 304 and b3845 (both acetyl-CoA acyltransferase, fatty acid degradation), were ~ 5-fold more 305 prevalent in the core models generated with a 99% growth threshold compared to a 10% growth 306 threshold (differences statistically significant based on Fisher exact tests, p-value < 2.2e-16). 307
Yet, despite the importance of the pathways these genes are involved in, none of them had a 308 predicted effect on growth rate when deleted in the full iJO1366 model (using either FBA or 309 MOMA), likely due to the redundancy in the complete GSMR. Hence, Tn-Core may facilitate 310 the identification of genes contributing to optimal growth in core metabolic networks, including 311 genes not readily detected as important in the full GSMR. 312
313
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METHODS 338
All data generated with Tn-Core (except for the timing of Table 2) used. Gene essentiality was determined using the singleGeneDeletion function and the MOMA 346 algorithm. In order to ensure that core model generation with Tn-Core did not occasionally fail 347 when using the MOMA algorithm, the MOMA.m script of the COBRA Toolbox was modified at 348 with a reference manual, are provided as Supplementary Materials S1. Tn-Core is also freely 360 available at https://github.com/diCenzo-GC/Tn-Core, and future releases of the toolbox will be 361 available through the same link. core model than by chance. Gene (f) and reaction (g) scatter plots displaying the correlation 513 between the percentage of core models containing the gene/reaction when made using a growth 514 threshold of 10% or 99%. Genes/reactions either present in all models or in no models are not 515
included. 516
. and core models derived from iGD1575 using the FASTCORE, minNW, or GIMME algorithms. 
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